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Gurit is a highly
specialised,
industrial plug
and mould maker
with the latest
technology at hand,
with competencies
along the complete
vertical production
process. This
allows Gurit to offer
quality solutions at
unbeatable prices
and even more
importantly at very
short lead-times –
shipment, installation
and commissioning
included.

COMPOSITE
TOOLING

Composite materials open new avenues for the
manufacture of lightweight, strong and durable
structures of almost any conceivable form and
shape.
Independent of the chosen composite manufacturing process, plugs – a three-dimensional model of
final part – and moulds – the forms used to actually
manufacture a final part – define the accuracy of
composite components.

Gurit is the largest independent manufacturer of
plugs and moulds for wind turbine blades worldwide. Its dedicated Business Unit Manufacturing
Solutions specializes mainly on wind turbine blade
moulds and also blade production assisting equipment, including automated devices.
Gurit Manufacturing Solutions also serves other
industries such as marine, with moulds and stateof-the art engineering.

Gurit has the ability to manufacture large scale
mould sets. International blade manufacturers
worldwide choose Gurit as their primary supplier for
prototyping and serial mould production.

GLOBAL
FOOTPRINT
With over 650 skilled employees worldwide dedicated to the design, engineering, manufacture, and service of composite tooling; Gurit is globally a prime
engineering and sourcing partner for quality moulds, wind blade production
equipment, and global services delivered to client specification in short lead
times and at very competitive prices worldwide.

TECHNICAL
SERVICES
Our vast experience working with blade manufacturers, worldwide, has given us specialized insight that
helps blade builders solve their specific problems.

DESIGN SERVICES
Engineering
Mechanical Design
Structural Analysis
Hydraulic System Design
Automation

MANUFACTURING SERVICES
Welding
CNC Machining
Composite Tooling
Metal Tooling

TECHNICAL SERVICES
Installation and Commissioning
Operator and Maintenance Training
Contracted maintenance

MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION
For Wind Blades

PLUGS & MOULDS
Gurit has worked with many high profile clients to design, develop, and manufacture key metal structures and tools to aid in the blade turning and turbine assembly process with high efficiency and accuracy.
Whether it is new design, concept, build to print design, or prototypes, Gurit can
work through all the phases of a project from design conception, design & validation, manufacturing, to delivery of the final parts with a competitive cost and time
without compromise to quality.

CNC ENGINEERING
Gurit’s specialised CNC engineers operate
5-axis CNC machines, build master plugs
with extreme accuracy and speed. Gurit’s
plugs have successfully been used to produce up to more than 25 perfect moulds.
This means that all components, shear
webs, spar caps and root inserts fit every
time without costly adjustments or the
need to use fillers.

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
CNC plugs

GURIT IS A FULL SYSTEM
PROVIDER FOR WIND
BLADE MANUFACTURERS
Gurit Manufacturing Solutions
leads its class for blade manufacturing automation, providing
consistent efficiency and reliability, making it the preferred choice
for manufacturers of high-quality
wind turbine blades.

Gurit equips its moulds with hydraulic turnover, closing and clamping systems, jigs
and fixtures, and offers a choice of software controlled electric or liquid mould
heating systems depending on the production process or the targeted precision.

STATE-OF-THE ART WELDING
Gurit’s plug and mould surfaces are
held by a very rigid steel support structure to ensure a tight, stable surface
geometrical tolerance. All welding is
done in-house following ISO standards, with CE certified welders and
International Welding Engineers on-site, to
ensure high levels of quality and safety.
Industry 4.0 integration

Modular power hinges

SOLUTIONS COVERING ALL BLADE
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
GURIT SOLUTION
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Blade edge infra red cure
Blade spray label
Blade transportation racks
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Blade turning device
Bonding line temperature control
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Caps flipper
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Mould insulation covers
Heating controls
Preform stations
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Robot grinding
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Smart sensors
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Tower Transportation Racks
Mould turning systems
Webs assembly systems
Webs floor station
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Infusion waste removal & shredder
Prefab multi tool
Mould surface treatment
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WIND BLADE MOULD
TURNING SYSTEMS

WIND BLADE
ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
TOOLS FOR AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY
Gurit offers a broad range of tools to precisely assemble prefabs onto
a blade shell mould.
The automated solutions aid to securely holding and precisely locating the inner components of a blade.
Gurit’s new multi-tool is capable of de-moulding, transporting, and
flipping prefab caps, webs, and carbon pultrusions.

POWER HINGES AND TURNING SYSTEMS

HINGE PORTFOLIO

Gurit offers a full range of hinges with different capacities and arm sizes catered to blade mould sizes
from 50 to 150 m.

GT7

Advanced sensing enabling
industry 4.0 solutions

GTT-200

Widest used hinge in moulds
< 80M long

GTT-258

Hinge of choice for moulds
> 80M long

The turning system can precisely close the two
halves of the mould and control angular positions.
Gurit’s hinge portfolio includes arms with sizes and
torque capacities ranging from 320 to 800 kNm.
The latest hinge generation is modular, this enables
a fast and low-cost installation, providing the ability
to expand and reconfigure the system.

SPECIFICATION
Voltage

in V (3ph)

Frequency

in Hz

Torque capacity per hinge

in kNm

GT7

GTT200

GTT258

PROCESS

380-480

380-480

380-480

De-mould

50/60

Hz

690

550

Number of hinges per mould

Flip & rotate 90°
800

According to customer specification

Hinge Maximum working pressure

in bar

Rotation time

in Minutes

Gurit’s systems
are designed with
optimal strength
and stability, while
respecting the wind
blade industry’s
increasingly tight
tolerances and
increasingly large
blades.

Store finished webs set

300

320

320

6

6

8

Number of jacks

Assembly: Install spacers

According to customer specification

Place on mould
Dry fit
Bond webs on shells

Jack maximum lifting force (per jack)

in kN

136

98

98

Disengage from mould

Jack maximum pressure

in bar

220

320

320

Park

MULTI-TOOL
WEB, CAP, PULTRUSION
DE-MOULD & FLIP TOOL
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WEBS SET ASSEMBLY &
STORAGE STATION
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AUTOMATED
BLADE FINISHING
MULTI-ROBOT GRINDING SYSTEM FOR WIND TURBINE BLADES
Gurit’s robotized system is capable of reducing cycle time and man-power requirements while providing better surface quality and improved surface finish.
The system features a dust extraction and a quick grinding head exchange
mechanisms.

WIND BLADE WEBS SETTING
GANTRY ‘GALACTICA’
WEBS GANTRY SYSTEMS

REDUCED CYCLE TIME

The webs gantry system allows for easy lifting,
bonding and positioning of the webs parts during
blade assembly. The system includes a loading station for the gantry structure.

The gantry system minimizes capital investment
by using the hydraulic lifting and clamping system
already available in the mould. Furthermore, the
system’s operation time is minimized with most
mounted components having full rough adjustment
possibility.

The gantry is positioned on the mould’s suction or
pressure sides without requiring external actuators
other than Gurit’s mould jacks & clamps. The webs
gantry system main truss is modularized and of
variable height to minimize overhead gantry hook
height requirements. The main truss can be disassembled into segments and fully containerized for
efficient transportation. The system includes an automated gripping system with suction cups.

MOULD TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

MOULD LAMINATION
SYSTEMS
BENEFITS OF ADVANCED AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
At present, the blade manufacturer mainly relies on manpower in the process
of laying material, which is labor intensive and low in efficiency. As the blade
length and pre-bending increase, it becomes more difficult and dangerous for
workers to handle the weight of the equipment. The lamination systems require
fast and efficient operation while maintaining a high degree of control and safety.
Gurit also offers lamination systems for main and caps moulds.

ELECTRIC RESISTANCE HEATING SYSTEM

CAVITY COOLING SYSTEM

The wind blade mould is normally divided up to 450
zones depending upon the blade structure design.
Heating ramps of up to 2°C/min

Gurit’s blade cavity cooling system shortens the
cooling wait time to de-mould the finished blades
without damaging the bonding lines. The system
extracts the hot air inside the blade’s cavity and exchanges it for chilled air. The system is offered in
two configurations:

HYDRONIC HEATING AND COOLING
SYSTEM
The patented liquid heating and cooling systems
from Gurit are designed for further accuracy in the
production cycle. Allowing for higher temperatures
with a more uniform distribution, this design ensures an even cure on all parts.

MOULD SKIN COOLING SYSTEM
Cool air is blown through conduits attached to the
back of the mould’s composite skin. This reduces
the cooling time required to turn the half shells prior to closing the blade. Also shortens the cooling
time to demould the finished blade without damaging the bonding lines. This system is also offered in
a dual heating – cooling configuration.

1 Cavity heating & passive cooling: During the
cure cycles the system blows hot air into the
blade cavity. During the cool cycles extracts the
hot air and blows in room temperature air.
2 Cavity heating & active cooling: During the cure
cycles the system blows hot air into the blade
cavity. During the cool cycles extracts the hot air
and blows in chilled air.

INDUSTRY 4.0
MOULD LINK PORTAL

Gurit’s advanced
production tools
enable significant
cost and time
savings. This is
achieved through
real time optimization
of the cure cycle;
detection of
unexpected events;
online reporting
and mobile push
notifications.

INDUSTRY 4.0 MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES:
WE ARE READY FOR THE FUTURE
Gurit turns the moulds into IoT devices by connecting them to the
cloud. Process metrics and quality reports are stored for remote access, displayed on a dashboard or SCADA.
Gurit’s Mould-link portal analyses data and develops global production KPI’s. At the factory level the mould’s operation is streamlined
through mobile notifications and automated maintenance systems.
Gurit’s proprietary temperature control software is deployed globally
and installed in the platforms of the top 3 blade OEM’s.

GURIT’S PRODUCTION SOFTWARE MAIN
FEATURES INCLUDE
Surface vacuum SCADA with automatic drop
tests and vacuum level control
Surface thermocouple SCADA with reporting
and automatic TG test. Critical areas of the part
are monitored to estimate their cure percentage
Online curing profile adjustment
Remote /central data warehouse
Mobile push notifications
Customizable quality control reports
Localized composite repair control system
RFID controlled access
Dashboard
Production analytics

BLADE MANUFACTURING
CELL

MAXIMISE YOUR RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Blade makers face pressure to maximize the return
on their investments and to reduce the time required to take new blades from design to full-scale
production. Short runs and repowering programs
demand flexibility.

Gurit offers a state-of-the-art blade manufacturing
cell integrating an array of automatic solutions covering the different blade manufacturing processes
and reducing CAPEX and mould change times.

Implementing automation systems that are suitable
only for a single blade model runs counter to both
those aims, requiring repeated, lengthy, and expensive cycles of equipment design, procurement, and
commissioning. Procuring automation systems,
moulds, hinges, temperature controls, and other ancillary equipment from different vendors increases integration, commissioning, and operation expenses.

THE BMC INCLUDES

GURIT’S MODULAR APPROACH
A better approach is the use of single vendor cells.
Just as platforming and modularization strategies
have simplified and reduced the cost of managing
complex portfolios in the automotive industry, so a
platform approach will become increasingly important for blade makers seeking to maximize flexibility
and economies of scale in their automation strategies.

An exchangeable CFRP mould skin
Modular and stationary turning system
Modular and stationary heating system
Automatic gluing & spraying
Material movement system

GURIT MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS CONTACTS

CHINA
Gurit Tooling (Taicang) Co., Ltd No. 181,
Changsheng North Road, Economic Development District
Taicang City, Jiangsu Province, 215400, China
Phone +86 512 5335 9134
tooling@gurit.com
AMERICAS
Gurit Tooling (Americas) Inc.
7562 Côte de Liesse Montreal, QC Canada, H4T 1E7
Phone +1 514 522-6329
tooling@gurit.com
EUROPE
Gurit (Poland) sp. z o. o.
ul.Cukrowa 10H
71-004 Szcecin, Poland
Phone +48 798 696015
tooling@gurit.com
INDIA
Gurit India (Pvt.) Ltd.
No. 9, Business Avenue, D.P. Road
Aundh, Pune 411007, India
Phone +91 20 40059584
tooling@gurit.com

www.gurit.com/tooling

